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PROPER REGULARSEMIGROUPS
F. E. MASAT1

Abstract. In a recent paper, D. B. McAlister gave several characterizations
of proper inverse semigroups. In this paper, the concept of proper is
extended to the class of regular semigroups. This is done by requiring that
the set of idempotents of the semigroup coincides with the kernel of the
minimum group congruence on the semigroup. A theorem is presented
which contains several characterizations of proper regular semigroups, and
the related result of McAlister then follows as a corollary. The paper
concludes with some open questions and examples.

1. Introduction. Proper inverse semigroups were first developed by T. Sai to
in [9]. In [7], D. B. McAlister gave several characterizations of proper inverse
semigroups. In this paper, the concept of properness is extended to the class
of regular semigroups, and the resulting consequences are described.
After §2, which gives some preliminaries and definitions, §3 presents the
main theorem which contains several characterizations of proper regular
semigroups. The related result of McAlister then follows as a corollary. The
paper concludes with some examples and open questions.

2. Preliminaries. The notation of Clifford and Preston ([1], [2]) will be used
throughout the paper. If S is regular and there is no danger of ambiguity, E
will be used to denote Es, the set of idempotents of S. The set of inverses of
an element c E S will be denoted by V(c).
When a congruence p is such that S/p is the maximal homomorphic image

of S of type C, as in [2, p. 275]and [2, Theorem 11.25(A), p. 276],then p will
be called the minimum congruence
maximum homomorphic image of
maximum C-image if and only
congruence o which is of type C.
If a is a group congruence on S,

on S of type C and S/p will be called the
S of type C. In other words, S/p is the
if p is of type C and p E o for each

then 77, the group identify of S/o, satisfies

the following properties due to R. Stoll [8, Theorem 3, p. 477]:
(i) 77 is a subsemigroup of S;

(ii) if a, b E S and ab E 77 then ba E 77;
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(iii) if a, b E S and a and ab E H then b E H;
(iv) H is a neat subset of S.

(2.1)

Conversely, if H is a subset of S satisfying (i)—(iv),then there exists a group
congruence 0, given by

0 = {(a, b) E S X S: xa, xb E H for some x E S)
such that H is the group identity of S/o.
Recall from [2, p. 17] that a subset H is called neat if for each s E S, there
exist an x E S and y E S such that sx E H and ys E H. Clifford and
Preston [2, pp. 55, 56] call a subset H of S reflexive if it satisfies (ii) of (2.1)
and left unitary if it satisfies (iii) of (2.1). Since the kernel of a congruence on
a regular semigroup is the union of all the congruence classes containing an
idempotent, the subsemigroup H, above, must necessarily contain E. In the
following, the kernel of the minimum group congruence will be denoted by K.
Proper inverse semigroups were developed and investigated by McAlister
in [7]. From [7, p. 352], an inverse semigroup is proper if and only if for
a E S and e E E, ea = e implies that a E E. We extend this notion of
proper to regular semigroups by calling a regular semigroup S proper if for
a E S and e E E, ea E E implies that a E E. By the following lemma, we
see that this extension, when restricted to inverse semigroups, reduces to the
former definition.
Lemma 2.2 Let S be an inverse semigroup with set of idempotents E. If
e, ea E E for some a E S, then there exists an f E E such that f = fa = afl

Proof. By [5, Lemma 2.2, p. 149] ea = g E E => ae = h E E. Letting
/ = gh = egh we have: fa = egha = hgea = hg = / and af — aegh = aehg =
%=/•
Lastly, the following result from T. E. Hall [3] is also needed.

Lemma 2.3 [3, Theorem 3, p. 200]. If S is an orthodox semigroup, then the

relation 8 defined by

8 - {(a, b) E S X S: V(a) = V(b)}

(2.4)

is the minimum inverse semigroup congruence on S.

3. A characterization theorem. In this section a theorem is given which
generalizes Proposition 1.1 of McAlister [7]. A lemma is needed before
proceeding to the theorem.
Lemma 3.1 Let S be a regular semigroup with set of idempotents E.

(1) S is orthodox if and only if for a, b E S, V(a) n V(b) i=0 implies that
V(a) = V(b).
(2) If V(a2) = V(a)for some a E S, then a E E.
Proof. Part (1) is [4, Theorem VI. 1.10, p. 189]. For (2), suppose that
V(a2) = V(a) for some a E S. Since a' E V(a) implies that a' E V(a2),
then a'a2a' = a'. Thus a2 = (aa'a)(aa'a) = a(a'a2a')a = aa'a = a.
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Theorem 3.2 Let S be a regular semigroup. For S, denote the set of
idempotents by E, the minimum group kernel by K, the minimum inverse
congruence on S by 8, and the minimum group congruence on S by a. The
following are equivalent.
(1) S is proper.

(2) S is orthodox and o n 91 Q 8.
(3) S is orthodox and S/8 is proper.

(4) E is a left unitary subset of S.

(5)E = K.
(6) 5 is right unitary.
Proof. Parts (1) and (4) are equivalent since the definition of proper
implies that E is left unitary. Numbers (4) and (5) are equivalent by Theorem

3.3 of [6]. From [5, Lemma 2.1, p. 149],(4) and (6) are equivalent.
We next show that (2) and (5) are equivalent. Let E = K and suppose

a, b E S such that (a, b) E o n 91. Since E = K, then aob implies that
ab', a'b E E. Thus b'atflb'b and a'a%a'b imply that b'ab'b = b'b and a'ba'a
= a'a. It follows then that

b'ab' = b' and aba = a'.

(3.3)

Also, a6kb6kaa'<5ibb' and hence aa'b = b and bb'a = a. Combining this with
equation (3.3) yields bb'ab'a = bb'a and aa'ba'b = aa'b; i.e.,
ab'a = a and ba'b = b.
(3.4)
Since E = K, S is orthodox and therefore equations (3.3) and (3.4) and

Lemma 3.1 imply that V(a) = V(b). By Lemma 2.3, (a, b) E 8.
Conversely, suppose that a n 91 E 8 and let e, ea E E for some a E S.
Since eoeaoaoaa' and a%aa', then a(o n 9l)aa' implies that V(a) = V(aa').
Thus aa' E V(a) and therefore a(aa')a = a; i.e., a2 = a and a E E.
Lastly, we show that (1) and (3) are equivalent. Suppose that S is proper

and let x E Es/S, y E S/8 such that x = xy. By [4, Lemma II.4.6, p. 52]
there exists e E E such that e8 = x. Letting b E S such that b8 = y, then

eb8 = xy = x = e8 implies that V(eb) = V(e). Thus eb(e)eb = eb and
therefore eb E E. Since S is proper, then b E E and it follows that y E Es/S ;
i.e., S/8 is proper.

Conversely, if e E E, a E S such that ea E E, it follows that e8, (ea)8 E
Es/S and therefore that a8 E Es/S. This implies that a28 = a8; i.e., that
V(a2) = V(a), and therefore by Lemma 3.1, a E E and S is proper.
Corollary

3.5 [7, Proposition 1.1, p. 352]. Let S be an inverse semigroup

with semilattice of idempotents E and maximum group homomorphic image
G = S /ct. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) S is proper.
(2) d n 91 = A where A is the diagonal ofSxS.
(3) ct" is one-to-one on each tfl-class of S.
(4) The map <(>:S —»E X G defined by s<¡>= (ss~x, so*) is one-to-one.
(5) e = e2 = ae implies a2 = a.
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Proof. Since S is inverse, then in Theorem 3.2, 8 = A and (l)-(4) are
equivalent as in [7, Proposition 1.1, p. 152]. By Lemma 2.2, (1) and (5) are
equivalent.
Corollary

3.6 If S is a regular semigroup and E is a rectangular band, then

E = R = K.
Proof. Since S is the product of a group and a rectangular band, K = E
follows from Corollary 3.5. Note that Corollary 3.6 extends [6, Corollary 4.5,
p. 401] where it was shown that E = R.
For inverse semigroups, part (2) of Corollary 3.5 could be rephrased as: S
is proper if and only if a n % = A. In the regular case we have the following:
Proposition 3.7 Let S be a regular semigroup. Denote the minimum group
congruence on S by a and the identity relation on S by A.

(1) If a n 31 = A, then S is proper.
(2) If S is proper, then o n % = A.
Proof. To show (1), let e, ea E E. Since eaeaaaoaa' and a%aá,
that a = aa! and thus a2 = a.

it follows

For (2), the proof of part (2) of Theorem 3.2 yields that b'ab' = b',
a = (bb')a, and (b'a)b'b = b'a. Dually for £, a(b'b) = a and b'a(b'b) = b'a.

Thus b'b = b'a and we have a = a(b'b) = (bb')a(b'b) = b(b'ab')b = bb'b
= b.
Note that the converses of Proposition 3.7 are open questions. For examples of proper regular semigroups in which E, R, and K are described, see

Exercises IV.4 (p. 125), and V.10 and V.ll (p. 182) in [4]. In these particular
examples, E = R E K and conditions are given in order that E = K.
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